WS80i

POWERED STEREO LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM

WS80i
Unleash Your Music

W hether you are considering buying a new

Hi-Fi or replacing your old one, the WS80i
wireless system will fit all of your needs and
more.
Stylish looks coupled with a luxurious faux
leather finish combine with stunning performance to make the WS80i stand out in its field.
Uniquely the system also offers flexibility
as the audio signal from your source device can be sent wirelessly to the
active loudspeakers located anywhere in your home.

What exactly does it do?
This wireless speaker system has
been designed to offer flexibility.
The quality of the audio transmission is ideal for those wishing
to use the speakers as their main source of listening. For
example, by using the transmitter connected to a CD
player, the signal can be sent wirelessly to the active
loud-speakers placed in conventional listening loudspeaker positions.
Alternatively you may wish to locate the speakers
elsewhere in the home and use with a laptop or MP3
player. The easiest way to send music wirelessly around
the home is to connect the transmitter directly to your PC
or MAC via the USB plug. The computer identifies the transmitter as a USB headset and sends music to the loudspeakers
up to 25 meters away.
The WS80i wireless system is supplied with two active
speakers, a transmitter and remote control plus all necessary accessories to enable you to listen to your favourite
music. Systems are available in black or white. To complete all of your multi-room requirements add more Blue
Aura wireless speakers to your network – there is no limit to
the amount of speakers that can be used.

Features
●Built in Wireless
receiver
●Range up to 25 meters
●No interference
– audio latency 18ms
(max)
●Use with any source
with headphone socket
or line out
●RF Band 2.4GHz
●Sample Rate 48KHz
Specifications
●Texas Instruments DSP
& Class D Amplification
●Bi-Amp
●LF 28W @1% THD
●4.5” Paper Cone
●Long linear excursion
motor
●HF 18W @ 1% THD
●1” 8 ohm Soft Dome
●Ferro-Fluid Cooled
●Frequency Range
●45-22000Hz (45Hz –
22KHz)
●Crossover Frequency
●3KHz (12dB/octave @
2KHz)
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